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Bang PolandÂ is a travel guide that teaches you how toÂ seduceÂ Polish women while in

Poland.Â Here&apos;s what you&apos;ll find inside...Â How long you should plan on staying in

Poland to get the best of what it has to offerThe best resources for studying the Polish languageA

breakdown of the best Polish city to visit forÂ securing romanceÂ (hint: it&apos;s not Krakow)The

type of lodgings and materials you&apos;ll need to maximize your chance ofÂ meeting womenHow

to visit Poland on the cheapMost of the book is dedicated to the women. You&apos;ll read...Â A

detailed description of a Polish girl&apos;sÂ appearanceÂ where I address the stereotype of them

havingÂ a heavy bustThe 11 positive qualities of a Polish girl&apos;s personality that makes her a

top competitor for world&apos;s best womanA detailed breakdown of the three types of Polish

girlsHow many approaches you&apos;ll likely have to do in order toÂ secure romance withÂ a

Polish girlThe type of guys that Polish girls are obsessed with, and how you&apos;ll do far better if

you can pull off their lookThe one quality that Polish girls desire above all others, and the one that

turns them offThe book teaches you how toÂ meetÂ girls during the day or night. You&apos;ll

learn...My favorite opener to use on Polish girlsA detailed breakdown on how to pick up during the

day, including opening strategy, conversation tips, pitfalls to avoid, and how to best answer their

common questions about your visitMy method to gettingÂ fast romanceÂ in a country whereÂ fast

romance isn&apos;tÂ common (I describe what type of venue to hit, when to go out, how to

approach, how to maintain a conversation, two moves to help escalate the interaction to a kiss, and

four surgical routines that release a Polish girl&apos;s innerÂ romanticÂ demon)What to do when a

Polish guy inevitably tries to block youHow to date a Polish girlHow you&apos;ll be perceived based

on your raceI wrap the book up with stories and logistical information. You&apos;ll

read...Â AÂ humorousÂ description of Polish guy game that should make you feel better about your

own5 short stories that offer additional insight and information to Polish culture, including interesting

examples ofÂ seducingÂ Polish womenDetailed city guides on Poznan, Gdansk, Sopot, Wroclaw,

and Krakow, where I describe the best day and night spots for meeting Polish womenThe 93-page

book is organized into five chapters...Welcome To Poland: Country background and logisticsGirls:

How they look and actGame: How toÂ meet Polish girlsStories: Five short stories from my time in

PolandCity Guides: Details on five popular citiesBang Poland aims to be a must-read guide for any

Western man who wants to seduceÂ Polish women while visiting wonderful Poland.
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Well this book was very informative. I will definitely plan on going to Poland. Great advice and don't

listen to the fake bad reviews. I actually called those fake reviewers what they are and  said it

violated their terms. However I see that those reviewers can falsely call the author a rapist and that

is ok. :/

An unblinking, matter-of-fact view of Polish women, culture, and certain cities in Poland. Plan on

visiting Poland next year and will apply what's written. What Roosh wrote in this book and on his

spot on and true to life and will pass this book on to a family member when they come of age.

The book is more of a "how to" guide, but it is well written and very entertaining. It's obvious that the

writer has actually been there and "bang'd that". He has advice and insight that only a seasoned

traveler would know. If you are a single American dude traveling to any foreign country, I would

highly recommend you buy the Bang guide to that country and study it. There are pearls of wisdom

contained within that will benefit all types of travelers at different experience levels. Somebody

should nominate RooshV for a Nobel Peace Prize, cuz the dude is a friggin' genius: Live all over the

world, bang women, write about it.



I read Bang Ukraine first, and found it more interesting than this tome. It was dry, and seemed

callous from time to time. Human nature being what it is, PUA's will always be around, and there will

be women dumb enough to succumb to their BS lines.

I have quite some experience with international game due to my travels for business. Poland is one

of my main markets so I travel there quit often. As I received, Bang Poland just a couple of days

before I got there, but since I already had excellent success and my own views of the country, I

used the book to bring a structure to my game and solve the missing pieces of the polish girl

puzzle.Part 1: Welcome to PolandRoosh gives a description of the country, the weather, the vodka,

and a bunch of things that I would have skipped but since I promised the Uncle that I would write a

review, I restrained myself from jumping to part 3. It was worth a read as as I could use things in

that chapter to ask girls question about their country in a conversation. While they kept their mouths

moving, I had enough time to sip on my Zabrowka+apple juice (sherlotka) and imagine the motor

boating I would do to their fun bags later on. The most important detail he mentions here is that a

longer stay is needed for best results, which I strongly agree. Then he mention tips for extended

stays and the cost of living and other details which might help you during your stay in Poland.Part 2:

The girlsIf you were a chronic masturbator you would probably run for your bottle of lube by the way

he describes these women. After giving a detailed description of them heavenly bodies, he goes

into their personalities. Most of which he mentions are spot on regarding their attitude and allure,

expect for the fact that polish girls don't cheat much on their boyfriends. Well, according to my

personal experience this holds good for slightly older girls but the younger ones are really an

unpredictable bunch. Also, thinking that they will not play games with foreigner only holds good for

the 6's and 7's and as they get higher on the rating scale they are well versed. Inspite of all these, I

agree with Roosh's writing that polish girls are more girlfriend material than hook up material.Part 3:

GAMEAll right!!! The Meat of the book. Clearly this part could be clearly used even in America with

a few small tweaks, consider the fact that a polish girl is more warm to your approach and in general

their intentions are pretty clear and there is no need for guess work.He gives you two routines which

will test to see if the girl if ready to be charmed and four more to see if she ready to be seduced that

NIGHT. Although, I felt one or two of them were overkill, most of them were money, namely the

drink move and dirty routine.Next he goes into the external problems you might face when gaming

the girls and how to tackle them. Here he makes special mention about polish guys and their

cockblocking attitude. This is where I really had a different experience than Roosh. I have a lot of



polish guy friends that I met in clubs randomly. In the beginning they seemed to hang around me

figuring they could meet chicks as they saw me talking to a lot them. I had no issues with it as long

as they weren't gunning for my chick, in return they were extremely nice to me buying me shots and

beer. Some of them even introduced me to their friends (chicks who wanted to meet me), I have

hooked up with a few of their friends (my hottest polish flag was obtained this way) and I even had

one guy drop a girl and me back to my hotel.Part 4: StoriesSome of these are present in his blog but

the best one is not. The story is where he pulls a chick with a boyfriend who was with her in the

club. Gives you hints about his weasel game, which I am still trying to master.Part 5: City

GuidesNice details on stay and night life in major cities in Poland. Keep in mind he gives out these

details as a person who enjoys pubs and bars to noisy clubs. He does mention a few noisy clubs

though. I visited many this trip and even went on a date or two to the places recommended.

The thing that stands out from Roosh's writing in general is the one commodity that is always in rare

supply: the truth. Roosh's writing is simply honest, and you can feel it by reading any of his many

books.I think a lot of reviewers will summarize what's in the book in more detail, so I will just say that

it presents a comprehensive review of Polish women, the best way to meet them, and to sleep with

them. Venues and cities are discussed as well. Roosh also has a couple of good routines in there,

which might be of comedic value in the US according to him, but, given the effectiveness of

American-game in Poland, they may be useful here in the states with some modification.I do want to

highlight one (possibly surprising) thing that comes out from this book: men and women are in it

together. One reflects and affects the other. The women of Poland had what even a rabid feminist

would agree as a positive effect on Roosh. Their pleasant and feminine natures made Roosh into a

kindler, gentler, man. This is because Polish women appear to be honest women in the sense that

they are in tune with their feminine natures, and do not let any of modern Western thought convince

them that they have to act like men. In turn, this soothed the savage hairy beast in Roosh.That a

country's women can have such an effect on a man who is as hard core as they come, should put

lie to the foolish assertions that men always controlled women in the past. The collective behavior of

women in society has a profound effect on the men around them. Accordingly, American's women's

complaints about men are their own fault: they get the men they deserve.Now, I gotta find 3 weeks

to go to Poland. Solidarity!
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